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“Here we enter unpredictable
territory, that of pure imagination and desire… with the
truly unknown stepping in. ”
Chantal Pontbriand

About my work

Inspired by the archetypes of the alchemist and the fool, I explores the
opposites of knowing and not knowing as intelligent absurd naiveté.
I write poems in words, performances and visual art that play between
the simpleton-jester-clown and the disciplined practitioner of The Great
Work. This work includes geometric drawings, photographs, paintings,
videos and installations. My solo, interactive and group performances
focus on the precise execution of pure, raw and improvised play.

Biography

My work has been shown at the Schaulager, Kunsthaus Baselland,
Kunsthalle Basel and the Gessneralle in Switzerland; the Leopold
Museum and Volx/Margarethen Theatre in Austria and the Gerdarsafn-Kóopavogur Museum in Iceland.
Excerpts from my career include nominations for the Swiss Art and Performance Art Awards (2020 & 2017), a danceWeb scholarship (Vienna
2016), a GGG Atelier Stipendium (Basel 2016-18) and a Kultur Basel-Stadt project grant (2018). My work is represented by Monk Contemporary (Brussels Gallery Weekend 2019 and Art Rotterdam 2020)
and WAAP Gallery Vancouver (2021). My first book of poems, “The
Question” was published by Badlands Unlimited as an electronic book
in 2014 and in print in 2019 by Nilo press.
Some of the artists and curators I have worked with include Tino
Sehgal, Simone Forti, Paul Chan, John Giorno, Klaus Biesenbach, Tom
Stromberg, Poka Yio, Zippora Elders and Ekaterina Shcherbakova.
I was born in North Vancouver Canada and am a citizen of Canada, the
United States and Switzerland. I am based in Basel Switzerland.
Quote above from the essay: “From Negotiation to Navigation: Back and Forth”
Courtesy of The Swiss Art Awards. See full text here: https://rb.gy/civyiy

Circus of the Soul

Circus of the Soul, 2021
Spontaneous covid quarantine exhibition
at WAAP Gallery in Vancouver, Canada;
Including video, drawings, paintings and
activated objects. https://rb.gy/2aftux
Right: Installation shots in the staircase at
WAAP gallery in Vancouver, Canada.
All WAAP photos by Michael Love

The following pages show a selection of works
from Circus of the Soul, a spontaneous exhibition in the staircase at WAAP gallery in Vancouver, Canada. It was a last minute tag on to
the exhibition Dawn Nilo: Blueprints and the
works were made while waiting in quarantine
during the two weeks before the exhibition.

Circus of the Soul is a reflection on and working through of the events of the last years, not
only as a circus of the individual soul, but also
of the world soul. It is a mood reflection on
the times: a confusing poetic search for meaning and understanding of the self in the face of
one’s individual responsibility for others and for
the earth.
As such, this is a study of the madman and his
gay science, inspired by a story by Friedrich Nietzsche. It tells of a madman who lit a lantern
in the bright morning hours, ran to the marketplace and eventually lamented that, “God is
dead.”

Circus of the Soul
Video
“Circus of the Soul”
Cell Phone Video: 4.10 min.
https://vimeo.com/597241669
The project took it’s name from the video, which
is accessed through a QR code and meant to be
viewed small and intimate on your smart phone.
Above: Still shots from the video; Upper Right:
The QR code was printed and hung on the wall.

Circus of the Soul

Dear friend, Flay yourself alive. Shed your skin
and create it anew. Step inside and be reborn again
so that you can learn to die without dying.

“Boaz (Skin No. 1), 2018- 2021, Acrylic on Canvas 150 x 200 cm. Above: Shown in a screen shot from the video “Circus of
the Soul”. Right: As exhibited as a costume with the red nose at WAAP gallery in Vancouver Canada for “Circus of the Soul”.

Circus of the Soul

“Skin (No 7)”, 2021, Acrylic on Canvas, 150 x 200cm and “Stick One”, from the video Circus of the Soul. I painted 8 skin paintings between 2018
and 2021. They are made to be nailed to the wall, taken down, and worn as costumes for performances . Afterwards they are re-wet, stretched,
reworked and nailed to the wall again.

Circus of the Soul
Drawings (untitled): Above: , 2021: 33 x 29.8cm, Right: 34.3 x 34.3 cm each

Dawn Nilo: Blueprints, 2021

Exhbition at WAAP gallery in Vancouver, Canada
Shown are “Woman”, “Center”, “Man” and “Walking”, 2020; individual reprints from the Blueprint series
Blueprints
Photograph by Michael Love

Cave Paintings

Cave Paintings from the Future, 2020

Site specific installation including wall paintings and text,
a drawing, video and an online performance.
Above: “La Porte” (The Portal), 2020, Corona measures painting choreography by Dawn Nilo
(performed by Pascal Garcin), 700 x 270 cm wall painting: pigment, water and acrylic binder.
Made for the exhibition, Ce qui peut etre montré ne peut etre dit, LE CAP, San Fons France

Images: “Cave Paintings from the Future”, 2020, corona measure drawing choreography
by Dawn Nilo (performed by Pascal Garcin), chalk on painted paper and painted wall.

Cave Paintings
The space of the art center, located in front of the Valley of Chemistry, is converted into a cave where we
are suggested to distinguish the shadows and echoes coming from the outside world in anamnesis. The
perimeter is enveloped by the site-specific installation of Dawn Nilo, the poet, the clown, the fool. She
fills the space with a volume of singular blue color. Prussian blue, or ferric ferrocyanide, can be considered toxic, but at a particular concentration it is very effective against the irradiation of bodies. "Remember why," we read on one of the walls of this space for contemplation and introspection to be activated.
Ekaterina Schcherkbakova

Cave Paintings
As a Part of “Cave Paintings from the future”, 2020
Above: “The Oracle” was a 20 minute online performance in which visitors asked question of the Oracle
who answered in a nonsense language from within a
kaleidoscope video installation. Upper left: close up
of “La Porte (The Portal)”, 2020, 700 x270 cm wall
painting (shown on the previous page). Bottom left:
“Activation Painting (No.6)”, 2020, consisted of a 300
x 300 cm blue carpet; the wall text "Souviens-toi" Remember Why; and a QR code placed on the ceiling that linked to the video “Remember Why”, 2020:
https://vimeo.com/492283281.

Performing Negotiations, ongoing
A market performance: Dawn Nilo and her team
of art dealers from Monk Contemporary buy,
sell and perform art in the art fair and gallery
context. There is also a script that can be performed by other galleries and their dealers.

Performing Negotiations

“Nilo’s foolery affirms the
collective need for reflecting
on the systems of value and
meaning-creation that we
are a part of when we make,
frame and collect art.”
Lauren Fournier

I negotiated the trade of a collector’s soul for ubiquity,
under the condition that he serve the supplier as the lover.
I was obviously not the supplier but the dealer. (I also sold
him the perfomance and a carpet). Image: Performing Negoatiations on “Activation Painting (No.1)” with Frédéric de
Goldschmidt, at “A Performance Affair” during the Brussels
Gallery Weekend, 2019. Quote above by Lauren Fornier:
in the Review “Dawn Nilo: A Stable of Jockeys. Swiss Art
Awards 2020”, for the full text see: https://rb.gy/csdz36

Performing Negotiations

Upturning the “normal” rules
of the art market and art fair,
the new parameters, based on
performativity rather than on
the materiality of the object,
open up new possibilities.
Chantal Pontbriand

Negotiating the aesthetic experience in the Monk Contemporary booth at “A Performance Affair” curated by Zippora Elders at Atelier van Lieshout during Art Rotterdam, 2020

From Negotiation to Navigation: Back and Forth
Excerpt from the essay by Chantal Pontbriand, courtesy
of The Swiss Art Awards. Full text: https://rb.gy/civyiy

Performing Negotiations...was (first) staged in Brussels in the context of an event called A Performance
Affair re:production: an experiment in putting together a commercial art fair geared towards the recognition and safeguard of performance and its artefacts or perennity. It addressed the economics of
exhibiting performance within the visual art context
by providing a platform for galleries to sell performance. With this in mind, Nilo set up an installation-performance mimicking a gallery with works

for sale, and transforming itself during the four days
of the event. This particular enactment of the piece
was subtitled A deal we can’t refuse. It consisted of
getting people to play the game of “performing negotiations”. The game idea, or that of play came
from an earlier piece called The Great Game (2016)
which in her own words “uses the art of the fool,
improvisation and play to approach alternative realities”. When people decide to play, that is the moment when “performing negotiations” occurs, or to
put emphasis on the immaterial live event as being a
piece in itself, we could capitalize the process (as it is
in the title) and call it Performing Negotiations. The
process is the work. But parallel to that happening,
objects spread about the room in which the installation is set up, are indeed up for sale. The whole set-

up, live and immaterial as it is, but also encompassing its material aspects, becomes a piece also spelled
out as Monk Contemporary, the name of the (fictional but real) gallery behind whatever is happening in playing this proposed “play”. “In Brussels”,
Nilo recalls, “we negotiated a lot of deals, including selling the performance The Kingdom of Fools
by the minute, a 45-minute conversation and many
other magical moments of non-material art such as
witnessing the moment of a gaze”. This tells us that
negotiations truly happened between participants
and that results manifested themselves in the end.
But is there really an end, when one thinks that the
performance itself was sold, and could lead to other enactments, and possibly many other sales, some
unpredictable? One case in point is Activation Paint-

ing (No.1), sold during the A Performance Affair
art fair, which was really negotiated and then purchased, and consists of a blue carpet, three sheep
skins and a red playground ball. From Nilo’s perspective, the painting “inspires and embodies the
“non-material residue of its performative negotiations”. More activation paintings are yet to come,
assembling the different parameters of the purchase: time and place of negotiation, objects, collector, and physical and immaterial destination of
the work. This series lends itself to underlying the
workings and value of a process akin to that of a
creative commons. Upturning the “normal” rules
of the art market and art fair, the new parameters,
based on performativity rather than on the materiality of the object, open up new possibilities.

Performing Negotiations Online
As a finalist for the 2020 Swiss Art Awards, and as a part
of the exhibition “Dawn Nilo: Performing Negotiations”,
I posted 111 daily advertisements for Monk Contemporary, including works of my own as well as other artists,
at #For Sale# on Instagram @swissartawards

Performing Negotiations
Selection of the 111 daily "advertisements" for Monk Contemporary, posted under #For Sale# on Instagram @swissartawards

A Stable of Jockeys, 2020
For the Swiss art awards 2020

Dawn Nilo: A Stable of Jockeys, Swiss Art Awards, 2020
Excerpts from the review by Lauren Fornier: https://rb.gy/csdz36

A Stable of Jockeys

“In “A Stable of Jockeys”, the medium of Nilo’s work consists of all
of the promotional acts and strategies that support and create value
around artists and their practices within a global audience of art lovers, viewers, readers, critics, curators, comrades, and collectors. This
includes websites and social media accounts, exhibition announcements, congratulatory ads placed in prominent art publications,
press releases, catalog essays, reviews and prestigious awards. These
all prove to be malleable media in themselves, materials for Nilo The
Fool to have fun with.”

“The work is an enclave of
conceptual play and exploration.”
Lauren Fournier

“It is a philosophy of art-making-as-art-framing that, while contended, remains formative to present-day contemporary art and its
systems of purchase. In this philosophy of art, it is the frame that
constitutes the work of art as art. Framing art makes it art. And if we
extend that logic a little bit further: It is the frame itself that becomes
the work.”
“And while... (it) is speculative, the transactions are as real as any
other art-purchase transaction. Throughout the run of the exhibition,
Nilo will be selling works advertised through the website and social
media platforms...”
“Nilo’s foolery affirms the collective need for reflecting on the systems of value and meaning-creation that we are a part of when we
make, frame, and collect art. Far from a nihilistic critique, this is critique-in-solidarity. Yes, Nilo is a fool. But her jokes do not come at
anyone’s expense. The gallerists—hailed as “jockeys”—are in on the
game. They are willing players, consenting to play with their institutional identities and the meanings they are part of inscribing (and
imbibing) through “cultural production.”

Above: Gallery advertisement presented as a part of “A Stable of Jockeys”, 2020, for the Swiss Art Awards 2020. For
the full review, exhibition essay, press release & photos see: https://rb.gy/tqnbvn

Activation Paintings

Each painting inspires and embodies the non material residue of
its performative negotiations. Each activation has its own unique
moment of initiation, material form and final home, but is inspired by, and lends its service to the creative commons of all the
others. The collection of an activation painting preserves its ubiquitous radiance across time and space. Thus its ephemeral power
ripens as it acts as a leavening agent within the creative commons
of its relations.

Every Performing Negotiations installation includes an Activation Painting.

Activation Painting (No. 1), 2019
3x3m polyamide carpet, sheep skins and rubber ball. Shown here at “A Performance Affair re:production”, Brussels Gallery Weekend. Belgium (2019)

Activation Painting (No. 3), 2020
3x3m polyamide carpet with rotating objects. Shown here in the Monk
Contemporary booth at “A Performance Affair”, curated by Zippora Elders, Atelier van Lieshout, for Art Rotterdam (2020)

Activation Painting (No. 2), 2020
4x4m artificial turf with chalk stripes. Shown here at M54, Basel, “Future Perfect”, curated by Isabel Balzer, (2020)

Activation Paintings

Monk Contemporary, ongoing

The conceptual gallery Monk Contemporary was conceived of by Dawn Nilo for Performing Negotiations and
founded with Johannes Nilo in 2019.
It is a non profit economic venture of Contemporary Monk,
an international collective of artists, social creatives and
philosophers dedicated to researching the contemporary
monastery. This research is not built around a common
belief system, but supports a healthy social life based on
collaboration between a multitude of unique individual
perspectives dedicated to mutual recognition, support
and growth through differences. These individual perspectives, when stated as guiding ideals for action in the
world, are understood as life manifestos.

As a gallery we represent art professionals dedicated to creating
value through local and international trade. Specializing in the
highest quality of conceptual and non material works, we invite
collectors into the creative process of defining the market. The
Contemporary Monk trade ethic focuses on free enterprise.
www.monkcontemporary.com

Monk Contemporary

Top left and right: The Contemporary Monk booth at The Performance
Show, Art Rotterdam, Netherlands (2020), curated by Zippora Elders.
Represented by Contemporary Monk. Bottom: Wall text sticker from the
Contemporary Monk booth, with Balzer Projects at A Performance Affair
re:production, Brussels Gallery Weekend, Belgium (2019)
Note: The gallery name changed to Monk Contemporary in 2020 in order
to identify it as a separate entity from the collective Contemporary Monk.

What Remains, 2020

A curatorial choreography that turns the
usual ratio of curator to artists on its head
18 curators : one artists duo position
https://aufderhoehe.com/what-remains

Curatorial Choreography
by Dawn Nilo:
1. Objects from the remains of life at The Kitchen Aufderhoehe, as well as artworks by Dawn
and Johannes Nilo, will be left in the emptied
apartment in various states of composition.
2. Each curator will bring an artwork, object,
text or concept and, in collaboration with the
artists, curate it as a part of an installation, with
and in relation to the other objects. The result
will be photographed and becomes a work that
will be published online. The curator’s object will
be returned at the end of the exhibition.
3. Each work may be either designated as fixed
(so that it remains intact and in place “as is”
throughout the exhibition) or fluid (so that it
can be changed by other curators).

What Remains

Image:
Head Body Leg, Curated by Ralph Bürgin (Basel): "Argus", 2020, oil on canvas by Ralph Bürgin. "Lightning
Rod", 2015, rolled painting, water colour on paper
and tape by Dawn Nilo. Tennis ball, insect (daily objects from the Nilo & Nilo collection)

The exhibition structure is performative and process-oriented, chaotic and ordered at the same time
After 13 years of life and 7 years of exhibitions
in the home and project space of artist curators
Dawn and Johannes Nilo, “The Kitchen Aufderhöhe” moved to Basel. To honour the personal
amidst the very global transition, “What Remains”
asked, “What do we want to take with us and
what do we want to leave behind? Can the microcosm of a home become the possibility of a new
world in which the precarious conditions of society are addressed and healed through the personal
and the intimate?” Believing in the power of art to
generate new ways of thinking and acting, eighteen curators remembered and imagined the world.
“What Remains” combined artworks and artefacts from the daily life of Dawn and Johannes,

WhAT REMAINs
IN CELEBRATION OF ThE
END OF ThE WORLD As WE
(ThOUghT) WE kNEW IT
AND As AN INVITATION
TO IMAgINE ThE NEXT

Nilo & NILO
CURATED BY:

What Remains

WIL ABALLE
IsABEL BALzER
JAspER BOCk
RALph BüRgIN
pETER BURLEIgh
MARTIN ChRAMOsTA
sIgRúN gUNNARsDóTTIR
BERT hOUBREChTs
sOphIE JUNg
IRINI kARAYANNOpOULOU
AIDA kIDANE
ChUs MARTINEz
pATRTICk MüLLERsChÖN
YOLANDA E. NATsCh
RAhEL sChROhE
ALEX sILBER
YOTA TsOTRA
pOkA-YIO

JUNE 26–28, 2020

AUFDERHOEHE

with contributions from the curators. Each has
performed a “Curatorial Choreography” (either
on site or via video conferencing) as a format for
installing and creating new constellations of work.
The performative process in space took place June
20–28 in Arlesheim Switzerland and the exhibition continued online through August 15, 2020,
with additions and transformations in photography, remote performances, guided tours and
emerging texts.
This choreography offers an exhibition strurcture
that is performative and process-oriented, chaotic
and ordered at the same time, exploring what is
possible in transition on the threshold between

two worlds – the old (that we have re-membered)
and the becoming, as well as the physically present and the remotely transmitted. The end products of installations and new works allow well
developed and formulated concepts to cross with
open experiments. What remains is impossible to
predict. Strong, decisive positions have no better or less a chance of survival than spontaneous
impulses. A seemingly accidental pencil stroke or
a dead bee can develop great charisma, a sculpture
can be taken down to reveal the pedestal, a picture
removed to expose the wall. It is an experiment in
finding ways to honour the given work (the world
as it was/is) while making room for the as yet unseen (the world as it can become).

Exhibition text by Johannes Nilo.
Images Below
One: Exhibition flyer by Johannes Nilo.
Two: Sophie’s Broom (or white magic), curated by
Sophie Jung (Basel): “PAX”, 2010, clay sculpture in
plastic wrap by Dawn Nilo. Broom, chair, string, test
photos, hair, chair (Nilo&NILO collection).
Three: I WILL ALL FOR THIS, curated by Poka-Yio
(Athens): “Dawn down the drain”, 2020, Performance
ritual by Poka-Yio. “I will all for this”, 2016, Manual
typeset print by Johannes Nilo (text by Dawn Nilo).
Wooden toilet chair (Nilo & NILO collection).
Four: Rosemarystrawberonion, curated by Irini
Karayannopoulo (Athens): “Rosemarystrawberonion”
2020, godmother performance by Irini Karayannopoulou, Rosemary, strawberry, chives in a ceramic pot
(collection Nilo & NILO). Wooden base by Johannes
Nilo. “Blue in Black”, 2020 wall painting by Dawn Nilo.

Dawn Nilo

Selected Exhibitions
And Performances
2021
Kunstraum Riehen, CH, We Proudly Present, curated by Kiki Seiler; (upcoming).
WAAP Gallery, Vancouver, CA, Dawn Nilo: Blueprints and Circus of the Soul, curated by Wil Aballe
Pop-up Space Locarno, CH, Corona Call, curated by
Christoph Doswald.
Gallery 3000, Bern, CH, Patrick Binda and Dawn
Nilo, curated by Alice Wilkes.
Salon Mondial, Münschenstein, CH, Mother Earth
Calling, curated by Rama Kalidindi.

Gerðarsafn - Kópavogur Art Museum, Iceland, Lots
of tiny people, (2019/20) Curated by G.Helgadóttir,
J. Bock, J. B.K Ransu and S. Gunnarsdóttir
Hidden Bar Art Basel, CH, Curated by Judith Kakon,
Hannah Weinberger, and Alice Wilke.
Kunsthaus Baselland, CH,
Contracted performances for Simone Forte.
2018
Nord Theatre, St. Louis FR, Regionale 19, Curated
by A. Jutard & F. Darcy.
Kunst der Begegnung VII, Basel,CH. European/Asian Collaboration.
Liste Art Fair, Basel CH, with PANCH (Performance
Art Network Switzerland)
American College of Art Gallery, North Athens,
Greece, Rag to Rich. Curated by Poka-Yio.
2017
Kunsthaus Baselland, CH,
Regionale 18: Being Syntopic. Curated by Ines Goldbach and Poka-Yio.
Gessneralle Zurich, Swiss Performance Art Award
Foundation Beyeler, Riehen CH, Contracted solo
performances for Tino Sehgal (This You).

2020
Swiss Art Awards online exhibition.
LE CAP, Saint-Fons, France, What can be shown,
cannot be said, curated by Ekaterina Shcherbakova.
Jahresaustellung Solothurn, CH, juried exhibition
Art Rotterdam, The Performance Show, Netherlands,
curated by Zippora Elders; Performing Negotiations,
Represented by Monk Contemporary.
Kunsthaus Aussersil, Zurich, Bonus Track 6.
The Kitchen Aufderhoehe, Nilo&NILO: What Remains, curated by 18 curators.

2016
Leopold Museum, Vienna Austria, ImPulsTanz visual
arts X dance series, A Moment in Time, Curated by
Klaus Biesenbach and Tom Stromberg.
Volks/Margarethen Theater, Vienna Austria, The Great Game: REMEMBER WHY, Director.
Kunsthalle Basel, CH, Basel Basel Art Intstitute's
Masters’ Exhibit, curated by Chus Martinez and Lysann König.
Liste Art Fair, Basel CH, with Dr. Kuckucks Labrador.
Museum für Neue Kunst, Freiburg DE, Film Fridays.

2019
A Performance Affair, Brussels Gallery Weekend,
Belgium, Represented by Balzer Projects and Monk
Contemprary.

2015
Filter4, Basel CH,
The Kingdom of Fools, Dawn Nilo, Curator/Director.
La Filature, Mulhouse F, Festival.mov.

2014
Schaulager, Basel Münchenstein CH,
Blah Blah Blah Poetry Night.
Stadtgalerie, Bern CH, spoken words and
spukende worte, w/ John Giorno.
The 3rd International Visual Festival of Patras Greece,
Risk RE-CULTURE 3.
The Goetheanum, Basel CH,
The Art of the Fool, Theater Director.

Welcome to Wanita,
Quasi Events, online journal of the Institut Kunst
Basel, Oct. 5, 2014. Web.
This Time and Leaving,
die Drei, June 2014: 94-101. Print.
Hoffmanniana, Das Goetheanum Nr. 47, November
24, article, 2012. Print.

Residencies

Frédéric de Goldschmid Collections, Belgium.

Reykjavík Grapefine, Issue 19, 2019, The Skeleton is
The Seat of The Soul, by A. Rawlings, Print.
Women Cinemakers, Vol.6, Dawn Nilo, by Francis
Quettier and Dora Tennant, Web. https://issuu.com/
womencinemakersreview/docs/vol6/72.
Das Goetheanum Nr. 36, September 4, 2015. Art
and Science of the Fool, by M. Ronner & J. Bock,
Print.
The English Show, Radio X 94.5 Basel CH, April
28, 2015 Interview with Dawn Nilo, by Kevin Richmond, Radio.

Grants/Awards

Teaching

City Gardens Basel, Final Round
Sandgrube Public Art Project (2021)
Pro Helvetia Event grant - LE CAP (2020)
Swiss Art Award Finalist (2020)
Visarte Corona Call Shortlist (2020)
Edith Maryon Stiftung Production Grant (2019)
Kultur Basel-Stadt Production Grant (2018)
Swiss Performance Art Award Finalist (2017)
ImpulsTanz, Vienna AT, danceWeb
residency with mentor Tino Sehgal. (2016)

2014-2017
University of Applied Sciences, and Arts Northwest
Switzerland, College of Art and Design, Basel CH.,
Associate Professor, Institute for Aesthetic Practice,
Spring 2015 and Art Institute, Fall 2014 and Spring
2015.

Publications as Author

Education

The Question,
Arlesheim. Nilo Press, 2019. Print Book.
By Allan Smithee, Brussels: Jan Mot Gallery Newspaper, 2016. No. 103. Web.
The Question: Poems. New York: Badlands Unlimited,
2014. Nov. 24. iBook.

2016 Master in Fine Art,
Academy of Art and Design, Basel, CH
1999 Master in Education,
Antioch New England Graduate School, NH, USA.
1996 Bachelor of Social Work with distinction, University of Victoria, BC, Canada.

GGG Atelier Haus, Basel CH,
2 year atelier residency for promising
visual and performing artists (2016)
University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern
Switzerland, Residency, exhibit & artist's talk, (2016)
Collections

Press

2008
Evergreen State College, Olympia WA, USA, Temporary Faculty [Instructor of record] Fall 2008).

